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The building sector is undergoing a low-carbon transition featuring applications of energy-
efficient technologies and management innovations. Herein, we contribute to the study of
the residential zero-carbon district demonstration project in Japan, introducing smart
practices and examining occupants’ awareness. We proposed a questionnaire survey
covering more than 400 smart zero-energy house owners that looks beyond the
technologies for smart energy management and recognizes how the residential
consumers engaged and perceive delivered energy saving and cost reduction issues,
and their usage frequency of home energy management system information-based
services is also examined considering the impact of the variables of household income
and occupants’ age. Overall, the respondents’ energy and cost-saving awareness vary
widely, and the results provide the effectiveness of the visual-based service in engaging
end-users in the responsive energy management system. In the context of the detailed
operational performances of real zero-energy houses, we find evidence that automatic
control has reshaped the characteristics of intraday energy balance and gives consumers
greater control over their own energy bills. The findings clearly show the detailed role of
integrated energy-efficient technologies over typical periods; the grid-connected
photovoltaic system plays a significant role in the realization of net annual zero
electricity balance, and micro-cogeneration’s contribution to zero-energy houses’
energy self-sufficiency largely depends on the building heating load.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
To mitigate the global climate change, many countries launched their social carbon neutrality target
to support the Paris Agreement goal of pursuing the limitation of warming to below 2°C, which
requires all countries to work together to bring greenhouse gas emissions to zero within the second
half of the 21st century. The low-carbon transition is a complex socio-technical problem, and
technological improvements, renewable energy exploration, and collaborative cooperation between
the central energy supplier and distributed consumers are highlighted in the energy system
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decarbonization (Rogelj et al., 2015; Creutzig et al., 2018). In
December 2020, the Japanese government launched the target of
achieving carbon neutrality by 2050. Currently, Japan largely
depends on energy imports, and its primary energy self-
sufficiency was only 9.6% in 2017, which is a lower level than
major Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development countries (Energy AfNRa, 2020a). METI
(Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry) made various
technical efforts and energy market innovations to decarbonize
the social energy system, focusing on energy efficiency measures,
renewable energy utilization, and demand-side conservation
efforts (Energy AfNRa, 2020b).

The residential sector features a high energy density and shares
a considerable proportion of social carbon emissions in Japan,
accounting for 14.6% of final energy consumption related to
carbon emission in 2018 (Actions JCfCC, 2020). In line with the
national 2030 greenhouse gas reduction target (cutting its
greenhouse gas emissions by 26% in 2030 in comparison with
the 2013 level), a 122 million ton CO2 emission reduction mission
was assigned to the residential sector (Agency for Natural
Resources and Energy M, 2019). Therefore, improving energy
efficiency to reduce overall energy consumption is necessary to
decarbonize the residential sector (Grinham et al., 2022).
Development of near- or net-zero energy buildings is
considered a practical approach; the Japanese government had
announced the roadmap for net-zero-carbon buildings,
accelerating the low-carbon transition (Mah et al., 2013).
Decentralized rooftop PV (photovoltaic) and energy-efficient
micro-CHP (combined heating and power) systems were
widely implemented, and the development of PV systems has
been accelerated since the launch of the feed-in tariff scheme in
2012 (Ministry of Economy TaI, 2019; Li et al., 2020). With the
widespread deployment of behind smart meters and
communication networks, research highlights the role of active
demand-side participation in reducing household CO2 emissions
(Shigetomi et al., 2018); smart practices and management
innovations have been widely demonstrated in low-carbon
demonstration projects in Japan (Shimoda et al., 2021; Li
et al., 2022).

1.2 Literature Review
As reported in prior works, intensive technological efforts have
been made toward low-carbon or zero-energy building transition,
such as nearly or net ZEH (zero energy house), ZEB (zero energy
building), and ZED (zero-energy district) in different countries
(Panagiotidou and Fuller, 2013; Kalaycıoğlu and Yılmaz, 2017;
Bandeiras et al., 2020). The US Department of Energy (DOE)
defines net-zero-energy residential or commercial buildings as
objectives with significantly reduced energy load through energy-
efficient efforts, and the remaining energy demand is covered
with renewable production (Rajkovich et al., 2013). In order to
deal with the mismatch between simultaneous on-site PV
production and energy demand, Heine et al. (2019)
highlighted the value of implementing battery storage to the
ZEH by maximizing the net present value under a time-of-use
(ToU) rate structure. European Union EPIE (Building
Performance Institute Europe) had clearly described the

boundaries where to measure renewable energy share and
minimum renewable energy share was defined for net-zero-
energy buildings. Colclough et al. (2018) found that nearly
ZEB can be achieved at a minimal cost when built to the
passive house standard. Net-zero-energy districts as a group of
energy-efficient buildings with greatly reduced energy demand
achieve net energy balance in terms of integration of renewable
energy (Koutra et al., 2018). Sameti and Haghighat (2018)
proposed a well-designed combination of the distributed
energy system and energy storage; the results indicated that
energy share among buildings could bring significant
economic and environmental benefits to the net-zero-energy
district system. The broad development of behind smart
meters and integration of on-site energy resources contributed
significantly during the transition toward a zero-carbon building;
user-side investments such as existing building retrofit and smart
management are increasingly recognized as a strategic priority in
phasing out inefficient energy supply (Zeiler et al., 2016; EPIE
BPIE, 2020). de Chalendar et al. (2019) pointed out that carbon-
aware scheduling that takes advantage of variations in grid power
carbon intensity would unlock significant benefits under
electrification trends in district heating and cooling networks.
Japanese CASBEE (Comprehensive Assessment System for Built
Environment Efficiency) is the main tool to assess and rate the
energy performances of detached houses considering the
environmental load and built indoor quality; nearly ZEH and
ZEH could meet the highest-ranking level of the built energy
efficiency (Energy Efficiency and Conservation Division Agency
for Natural Resources and Energy M, 2015). Oki et al. (2019)
introduced the thermal comfort and energy saving of a net-zero-
energy house renovated from an existing house in Japan,
highlighting the benefits of integrated distributed energy
resources. Ren et al. (2016) optimized the residential hybrid
PV/fuel cell/battery system from an economic, energy, and
environmental perspective and micro-CHP increased the
energy self-sufficiency ratio of households; a larger ratio of PV
production had to be sold into the grid. The uncertainty
associated with variable renewable sources and the detailed
mismatch between real-world on-site generation and
household demand profiles are exhibited, and our previous
work verified the advantage of fuel cells in achieving nearly
ZEH and carbon dioxide emission reduction (Li et al., 2020).

Owing to the rapid diffusion of the decentralized energy
technologies installed at the household level, such as
decentralized heat pumps, batteries, rooftop PV, and micro-
CHP systems, an important phenomenon is that the number
of energy prosumers is rising, offering new opportunities and
challenges to the governance of the district energy system (Brown
et al., 2020). Those energy prosumers are increasingly considered
as important resources in utilizing renewable energy resources
and attracted increasing attention to the role of coordinated end-
users’ participation (Rathnayaka et al., 2014; Zafar et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2021a). For example, the civic energy community
grows significantly supported by the support of digital
technologies and collaborative business practices (Verkade and
Höffken, 2019). Prosumers become increasingly involved in
community energy management (Rodrigues et al., 2020), and
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the importance of user engagement in the district energy
management system grows (Tachmitzaki et al., 2019).
Sattarpour et al. (2018) propose the collaborative home energy
management approach in flattening load that assists the
microgrid management. Tiefenbeck V. et al. (2018) evaluated
the energy conservation effects of induced behavior change from
digital activity-specific feedback; it can be considered a cost-
effective resource to foster energy conservation. Haghifam et al.
(2020) further demonstrated the bi-level optimization to
maximize profits from demand response measures and
minimize the operating cost of microgrid owners. In order to
achieve optimized social outcomes, Bandeiras F. et al. (2020)
highlighted the energy services of coordinating demand-side
participation and storage application toward achieving net-
zero-energy buildings. Diawuo et al. (2020) estimated potential
peak residential electricity reduction from demand-side
management; the results encourage the use of smart
controllable devices and facilitate the interaction between end-
users and the public system to support demand response
programs.

Encouraging consumers to embrace smart practices toward
low-carbon building transition is important (Cruz et al., 2021).
The rapid development of smart HEMS (home energy
management system), information delivery, and feedback
could increase the energy- or cost-saving changes by involving
the consumer in the active management. Numbers of empirical
studies evidenced the effectiveness of individual participation in
shaping energy-related behavior and the corresponding energy-
saving effects; demand response, which was considered a
promising way to reduce carbon emission, is attracting rising
popularity (Parrish et al., 2020). Implementations of information-
based visualization of real-time energy consumption induce
consumers to make better-informed decisions and in turn
bring energy bill-saving benefits (Tiefenbeck, 2017). Home IoT
(Internet of things) and behind smart meters increase the level of
information provided to community members, and improvement
in the function of automatic control aims at motivating active
building to encourage “smart behaviors” of energy use in
response to dynamic pricing contracts, such as time of use,
real-time pricing, and critical peak pricing tariffs (Tiefenbeck,
2017; Li et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2018; Radenković et al., 2020).
Interview analysis indicates that householders were willing to
modify their energy-related practices in response to price
fluctuations to meet their quality of daily life (Ozaki, 2018).
Incentive-based demand response programs can serve as
sources of contracted flexibility with the aggregator and help
deal with challenges brought by the transition to the low-carbon
energy system (El Geneidy and Howard, 2020). However, it is still
worth noting that individual activity tends to be concerned more
about maximizing the cost-saving, and approaches toward
sustainable and reliable district energy supply need to be
strengthened (Mengolini et al., 2016).

Despite growing technological innovations and interest in smart
energy management of low-carbon buildings, few works have
revealed in detail how the smart technologies work and the
extent consumers could be involved in local energy system
management. It is also worth noting that a number of issues may

limit decentralized consumers’ engagement in district energy system
management (Hargreaves et al., 2010; Bell et al., 2015). Rising onsite
intermittent generation and electrification can result in a modified
pattern of electricity demand. Effective reduction in energy
consumption requires the implementation of efficient technology
and behavioral plasticity to enhance technology adoption and
appropriate use. With the help of behind-the-meter, vast
development of renewable resources can result in significant
energy mismatch and create new peak load; it may require an
evolution of prosumers’ smart participation toward zero-carbon
transition. Hence, to facilitate the sustainable transition toward
low-carbon districts and identify the barriers, it is necessary to
foster a deeper understanding of the emerging smart energy
practices among real ZEHs, including evaluating governance
innovation and assessing different management effects as well as
detailed operational scenarios of the building energy system.

1.3 Contents and Contributions
Previous efforts for achieving zero-carbon built environments
focused more on energy efficiency improvement design and the
scheduling optimization of the distributed energy technology.
However, the effectiveness evaluation of smart practices and
behavioral governance is missing. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, the contributions of this work are as follows:

Recent research emphasizes the importance of active demand-
side management in providing energy saving chances; this work
will report the technological efforts, management innovation, and
business regulation approach in a residential zero-carbon
demonstration project.

The contribution of active customer participation is closely
related to the occupants’ awareness and accessibility of the smart
energy systems. However, the unavailability of occupants’
feedback has constrained the examination of information-
based technologies. This work would examine end users’
attitudes, evaluate the impacts of income and age on the usage
of HEMS functions, and identify gaps between vision and practice
on the basis of a questionnaire survey.

It is necessary to understand the extent to which on-site
generators serve the ZEH achievement, even if the annual net-
zero is achieved. In terms of behind-meter data, this work further
identifies the mismatch between renewable generation and
electricity demand based on real data of behind smart meters,
characterizes the energy performance of smart energy practice
with HEMS control, and provides a better understanding of their
role and future efforts toward achieving sustainable ZEH.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes a brief overview and relevant technical solutions
regarding energy saving. Section 3 introduces the analysis
process. Section 4 reports the results and discussion. Finally,
Section 5 draws the conclusion.

2 MATERIALS AND SMART PRACTICES

The participants in this research were first recruited in the Jono
zero-carbon district demonstration project in Kitakyushu City, a
pioneer for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in Japan.
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The average ambient temperature of this district is about 2.0°C in
January (the coldest month). The selected zero-carbon district
demonstration project area is about 18.9 ha, which is defined as
an advanced zero-carbon residential district, and the construction
was completed in 2016. In 2020, this district was composed of 606
private dwellings, with approximately 1,300 citizens. The
photograph of the demonstration project layout is shown in
Figure 1. In this demonstration project, the average thermal
transmission coefficient of the building envelope is significantly
reduced to 0.6 W/(m2 K), which presents the rate of heat transfer
over a given envelope area; the heat energy loss rate per floor area
can be as low as 1.9 W/(m2 K). Figure 1 shows a picture of a real
ZEH; the window to wall ratio of the house is about 0.2. The infill
material of ZEH’s structure is steel and wooden, the wall is
insulated with glass wool that features a low thermal
conductivity value [0.04 W/(m·K)], and the window is
composed of Low-E double glazing and aluminum frames
with thermal insulation. HEMS has been installed in each
ZEH, which deliberately aims to achieve energy conservation
and efficient district energy resource management, emphasize the
active participation of end-users, and utilize all available
resources to achieve the net-zero-carbon goal.

2.1 Zero-energy House Concept
ZEH is an acronym for zero-energy house, assuming that the
annual net energy consumption is nearly zero. The Japanese
government has established the goal of turning more than half of
newly constructed houses into ZEHs by 2020, then realizing the
target for all newly built houses to be net-zero-energy buildings by
2030 (Ministry of Economy TaI, 2015). Smart ZEH features low
lifecycle carbon emission and intelligent characteristics of its
control system, significantly reducing energy consumption

expenses. However, current ZEHs still are expensive in the
current market. In order to increase the popularization of
ZEHs, homebuilders and building contractors have been
making efforts to improve ZEH affordability through
promoting mass production; the government also offers fixed-
amount subsidies for the ZEH builders and makes ZEH more
attractive.

Meanwhile, the Japanese ZEH Roadmap Examination
Committee has introduced the definition and evaluation
approach of a net ZEH. The definition of ZEH and how a
variety of different measures achieve ZEH are illustrated in
Figure 2. First, more than 20% reduction of primary energy

FIGURE 1 | Layout of the residential zero-carbon district demonstration project and typical ZEHs (Kitakyushu, Japan).

FIGURE 2 | Definition and evaluation method of Japanese ZEH.
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consumption of ZEH oriented could be obtained by guiding
building design standards, such as high thermal insulation
level regulation; the envelope is generally composed of
material with a low U-value (Zhang et al., 2021a). Distributed
rooftop PV and fuel cell systems are deployed to increase the
energy self-sufficiency of the ZEHs; nearly ZEH could be granted
when a 75% reduction of energy consumption is achieved. On-
site generators enable the detached house to play as an energy
prosumer and achieve a net annual electricity balance between the
household and public grid when feed-in electricity is taken into
consideration. The ZEH status would be granted when more than
100% primary energy reduction is achieved (Energy Efficiency
and Conservation Division Agency for Natural Resources and
Energy M, 2015). In the current energy market, PV is prioritized
as a cost-effective source to increase energy self-sufficiency; house
owners can sell surplus PV generation to the public grid by means
of feed-in tariff rates.

2.2 HEMS Function
The widespread ZEH raised the concern of strengthening
decentralized energy management systems and end users’
collaboration with an energy supplier. According to the
historically operational information, the real-time management
strategy of HEMS features self-learning and predictive control
characteristics and helps end-users manage home appliances as
well as generate and store energy according to their willingness
(Panasonic. AiSEG2 HOME IoT, 2019). Considering potential
demand response benefits, the Japanese government established a
target to implement HEMS devices in all households by 2030. In
order to improve monitoring and management services of HEMS
equipment manufactured by different companies, the OpenADR
2.0 (Open Automated Demand Response) protocol as an
international standard for facilitating and automating demand
response communication was adopted in HEMS as shown in
Figure 3, standardizing the way for system operators to
communicate signals with customers. Smart meters provide a
connection between utilities and residential customers;
ECHONET Lite as the core component can connect and

control the distributed energy generators and home appliances
from different companies under the HEMS environment (Isshiki
et al., 2015). HEMS enables residents to access information on
real-time energy generation, consumption, and electricity price.
At a glance, the customers can see the devices that use a large ratio
of electricity and are familiar with their own energy self-
sufficiency rates. The indoor home-display system aims to
induce consumers a comfortable lifestyle by encouraging them
to manage on-site energy generation and consumption properly.
For example, in terms of potential cost-saving benefits, residents
can adjust the real-time behaviors of the home equipment, such
as adjusting the air conditioning temperature, scheduling the
battery considering the real-time electricity rate, and checking the
status of appliances when customers are away from home. HEMS
can deliver energy consumption and cost reports (weekly or
monthly version); customers understand the energy usage
situation with respect to the set target value. Customers can
make a diagnosis, knowing which equipment is used more than
usual, thus guiding power saving and better energy use.
Depending on the measurement of the smart meter, the
HEMS can also recommend a suitable electricity rate plan for
households. HEMS is expected to come into wide use as it creates
chances for energy conservation for end-users and promotes
services in collaborative communication with the smart
community energy system (Ganji and Shahidehpour, 2018; Li
et al., 2020).

As shown in Figure 3, the smart metering infrastructures have
been installed among ZEHs, the HEMS enables the real-time
energy consumption feedback and status monitoring of
appliances and distributed power units. The smart meter and
information communication framework is capable of monitoring
and controlling home appliances remotely; the home display
device enables real-time information communication between
individual and local energy services. Air conditioners, hot water
equipment, lighting, and other devices are connected to HEMS;
occupants can receive the price information from the energy
service provider and then optimize the scheduling strategy of
smart home electrical appliances, such as heat pumps, washing
machines, and lighting systems (Li et al., 2020).

In order to facilitate controllability on the subset of smart
houses from a community-level perspective, the community
energy management system (CEMS) as an energy and
information monitoring framework interconnects different
energy prosumers, providing a systematic approach for
identifying the outcomes expected from the smart
management to deliver. The bi-directional information
communication network between HEMS and CEMS could
automatically collect smart meter data and transmit them
through IoT at both household and utility service levels,
enabling building occupants to easily access their detailed
electricity consumption components and identifying individual
energy cost ranks among community members through the
online information. The CEMS gathers energy information
from integrated HEMS within a community; a detailed HEMS
figure of the household energy consumption rank and cost screen
is shown in Figure 4. The user-friendly interface of the HEMS
smartphone application and indoor display aims at creating an

FIGURE 3 | Overview of a ZEH equipped with HEMS.
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awareness-induced change in lifestyle that favors residents to
participate more responsibly in energy consumption reduction
and cost savings (Panasonic. AiSEG2 HOME IoT, 2019).

2.3 Energy Market Innovation
In order to reinforce industrial competitiveness, protect
consumer benefits, and create new services, the Japanese
government opened the retail electricity market competition to
allow business consumers to have more options to manage their
energy supply. Energy retail market liberalization was fully
achieved in 2016; consumers can choose their own preferences
about energy retailers. Cost is the main driver for consumer
switching; consumers choose to change their provider if the
transaction costs are lower. Electric companies have
implemented price-based and incentive-based tariff structures
for end users, aiming to support consumers in allocating optimal
energy load or reducing the energy consumption bill over periods.

For behind-the-meter business models, the battery and power
to the heat technology are part of the building’s energy
management. The dynamic electricity price aims to subject
consumers to price-responsive behavioral changes, such as
shifting or reducing their consumption considering the cost of
delivered electricity. The ToU tariff is popular among residential
houses equipped with a heat pump system, which could motivate
users to operate the heat pump to store hot water during the off-
peak period and then covers daily heat demand (Company, 2018).
Monthly electricity rates are the sum of the demand charge and
energy volume charge. The demand charge will be determined by
the contracted ampere, while the energy charge will be calculated
according to the amount of energy consumption, and charge rates
for actual usage are stepped with higher rates as customers use

more power (Gas, 2018). Adopt monthly electricity rates can
bring potential cost savings for the consumers by increasing
energy self-sufficiency, such as by implementing on-site power
generators.

3 METHODOLOGY

The question of how to design HEMS to alleviate the different
subjective and personal barriers of the end-users deserves
attention. Learning from survey design experiences in Pan and
Pan, 2018; Azizi et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021b, we designed and
carried out a field questionnaire survey among householders from
September 2018 to April 2019. All respondents in the survey are
living the demonstration project, aiming at examining their
behaviors and perceptions regarding the zero-carbon
demonstration project. The first section of the questionnaire
examines the basic information including detached house size,
occupant age, and household income in different groups as well as
the characteristics of the house energy system; the questions can
be chosen from defined answers. The second section focuses on
investigating respondents’ attitudes and experiences; there are
available defined answers for each question. For example,
respondents can choose the answers like “cost rise,” “almost
unchanged,” “drop,” and “drop obviously” for their awareness
of energy cost change. All respondents can also write their
comments at the end of the questionnaire survey. In order to
ensure the quality of survey data, all respondents can earn a
3,000 Yen intervention reward. A total of 409 effective
questionnaire surveys were collected from random 500
samples of households. Considering the wide application of

FIGURE 4 | HEMS interface and available online information: view of their cost level among the community and detailed real-time electricity consumption and cost.
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distributed energy systems, the questions look beyond simply the
energy-efficient technology and further investigate to what extent
consumers could be engaged in demand-side management with
access to HEMS services such as an in-home display.
Respondents are asked questions to evaluate their perceptions
of their own ZEHs, such as energy-saving or bill change, and
examine their behaviors engaged in demand-side management.
Specifically, the survey offered the following questions related to
energy use behaviors:

(1) Compared with the scenario before you lived in the district,
how about changing your energy-saving consciousness with
smart energy use change?

(2) Your house features a long lifespan and low energy
consumption. How do you feel the value?

(3) How about the electricity and gas consumption cost change
after moving into the district?

(4) How often do you view information delivered from CEMS?
(5) How about your view frequency of the HEMS function of the

in-home display?
(6) If you have any questions about your house energy

consumption and management, please write in the blank
space reserved in the questionnaire.

Meanwhile, operational data of real ZEHs’ energy systems
were obtained from the HEMS measurement. Following the
collected information, analysis is applied to reveal scenarios of
the demand side participation and dynamic energy behaviors of
ZEHs in this zero-carbon district.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The house-related characteristics may relate to their attitudinal and
behavioral responses. Figure 5 summarizes the basic information
of the household characteristics gathered from the questionnaire
survey, including energy-related choices, detailed percentile shares
of house area, annual household income, contracted power
ampere, and choices of heating supply resources. All detached
ZEHs are equipped with a rooftop PV system; it is worth noting
that a large ratio of houseowners adopts fuel cell systems.

FIGURE 5 | Basic information of interviewed households in the zero-carbon district demonstration project.

FIGURE 6 | Change of energy saving consciousness with smart energy
use since movement into the ZEH.
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4.1 Understanding and Attitude of
Participants
The following analysis presented the differences in perceptions of
respondents. As depicted in Figure 6, we summarized respondents’
recognitions about the attitude and value of their energy-saving
consciousness in comparison with their prior levels before moving
into this demonstration project; 11.08% of respondents chose the
answer “think it increases significantly,” followed by 32.22% of
participants with “a moderate increase,” and a small proportion
(11.86%) of respondents’ energy-saving awareness dropped.

Regarding their attitudes toward ZEH’s value, the question is
“How do you feel the value of ZEH in energy saving and carbon
emission reduction?” A large ratio of respondents gave positive
comments; 43% of them thought that the feeling was high, and
45% of the respondents partially perceived it; detailed results are
shown in Figure 7.

As shown by the survey results in Figure 8, respondents gave
answers about the change level of monthly electricity and gas
consumption costs. Only a small ratio of respondents selected the
answer that their monthly electricity cost rises, and 30% of
consumers’ perception is that the cost drops obviously. The

answer toward the change level of gas cost varied significantly;
even 28% of consumers think that the gas cost rises, which could
be attributed to the consumption of fuel cells.

The in-home display device provides real-time information on
detailed electricity consumption and cost, which aims at inducing
users to modify their lifestyle through real-time visualization of
behind smart meter data. The questionnaire survey also
quantified how often the consumers accessed the HEMS
service data and examined respondents’ acquisition of CMES
feedback information. The visualization frequency distributions
of in-home display and CEMS information are described in
Figures 9, 10, respectively. HEMS browsing behaviors of
occupants vary significantly; only a small proportion (8%) of
the participants access HEMS once a day, and 26% of the
respondents ignore the HEMS function. The result indicated
that the majority (82%) of the respondents seldom or never
access the information of CEMS reports.

At the end of the questionnaire interview, we also asked them
to comment on doubts and obstacles regarding the above-related
topics according to their experiences. Based on the suggestions
from end-users, the main criticism of the display is that they feel
that it is difficult to understand the role of CMES feedback

FIGURE 7 | Respondents’ attitude toward ZEHs’ value considering
energy saving and emission reduction.

FIGURE 8 | Perspectives on monthly electricity (A) and gas (B) cost change after moving into the district.

FIGURE 9 | Survey result of consumers’ HEMS browsing behavior.
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services, they need to be educated in the local network
engagement, and some respondents prefer to connect the
CEMS or access the HEMS data in a more convenient way.
According to the collected comments from the questionnaire
survey, occupants often checked the system when they first
moved into the community due to the novel function.
However, they are gradually less likely to take any notice from
HEMS or CEMS as they become accustomed to ignoring them.

The relationship between household income and customers’
active access to HEMS visualization functions (described in
Figure 9) is also examined, as described in Figure 11. The
y-axis presents HEMS utilization scores, the highest HESM
utilization ratio (once a day described in Figure 9) scored the

highest value of 1.0, and the scores of other groups are decreased
by 0.17 with their decreasing view frequency of HEMS. The x-axis
presents the household income of ZEH owners. The distributions
show that there is less correlation between household income and
HEMS utilization score. Participant groups with 600–800
thousand Yen annual income pay more attention to HEMS
functions. Occupants with the lowest income show the least
interest in information about HEMS delivered.

The field survey also examines the impact of the population age
of occupants on HEMS usage. Figure 12 describes variations of
HEMS utilization scores among different age groups; it is worth
noting that elderly customers tend to visualize more of the indoor
HEMS display. It can conclude that the elderly tend to be more

FIGURE 10 | Survey result of consumers’ CEMS browsing behavior.

FIGURE 11 | Variations in HEMS utilization scores of all participants with different annual household incomes.

FIGURE 12 | Variations in HEMS utilization scores of different age
groups.
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likely to change lifestyles considering energy efficiency measures; it
can also be explained by older people spending more time indoors,
resulting in the rising chance of visualizing HEMS functions.

4.2 Operational Performance of
Zero-energy Houses
Intermittent PV, energy-efficient heat pumps, batteries, and micro-
CHP systems are considered as essential technologies for
decarbonizing residential energy systems. Considering the
components of energy systems, ZEH id1~3 are all electrified
houses with grid-connected rooftop PV systems, and home heat
pumps meet the daily hot water demand. id4~6 presents the ZEHs
equipped with hybrid PV and fuel cell systems; the operation of the
fuel cell system can simultaneously meet the hot water usage. The
capacity of the installed rooftop PV system is about 4.5 kWp, the
battery capacity is 6.5 kWh, and the rated power output of the fuel
cell is 700W. Due to the real-time mismatch between residential
load and PV generation, only part of PV electricity can be locally self-
consumed, excess generation has to be fed into the grid, and grid
import is also needed when the output of the fuel cell cannot meet
the electricity demand, especially in the absence of PV generation. As
described in Figure 13, the dash line presents the net annual grid
load; it is shown that PV generation plays a crucial role in offsetting
annual electricity consumption. It is worth noting that still more
than half of PV production had to be fed into the grid. The
implementation of a micro-cogeneration system significantly
reduces the grid import, resulting in a nearly zero or negative net
annual grid import. This could be explained by the role of the heat
pump being replaced with recovered heat during CHP operation.
However, in practice, the implementation of fuel cells negatively
affects the local PV self-consumption ratio, resulting in suppression
of the directly consumed PV production.

As illustrated above, the realization of ZEH is an annual net-
zero electricity exchange between on-site generation and the grid.
To get a better understanding of energy-efficient technologies’
role in achieving ZEH, Figures 14, 15 illustrate the detailed
variations of the intra-week electrical energy flow profiles of
selected typical ZEHs at 30-min time intervals in winter, mid-

season, and summer weeks, including grid-exchange flows and
dispatch behaviors of the battery, micro-CHP, and PV operation,
and the rule-based control strategies had been detailed explained
in our previous research (Li et al., 2020). Figure 14 depicts the
operational scenario of a typical ZEH equipped with PV, battery,
and heat pump systems in different seasonal weeks; the
residential ToU tariff structure (the peak price lasts from 8:00
am to 22:00; the other time is the off-peak period) influences the
intraday scheduling strategy of the heat pump and battery storage
systems. The HEMS can operate heat pumps to hourly electricity
prices; its operation period is mainly scheduled to the off-peak
price period, and daily hot water is pregenerated and stored in
water tanks. The cost of hot water generation can be effectively
reduced. The blue line presents grid import electricity; the
scheduling of the heat pump increases the grid import
electricity and results in a sharp peak load during the early
morning hours. Compared with the summer days
(Figure 14A), the larger hot water demand on winter days
(Figure 14B) produces a higher peak load. Behaviors of the
battery system are described in the yellow area, the charging
activity is concentrated during night off-peak periods, and the
discharge period occurs at a high electricity rate, which offers
residents a cost reduction chance. Due to the mismatch between
on-site electricity generation and demand profiles, direct local PV
consumption in the green area is limited by simultaneous
electricity load, excess PV production represented by the
purple area has to be fed into the grid, and there exists a
significant difference in the amount of PV production between
mid-season and winter days. Figure 15 presents the detailed
operational scenario of a typical ZEH equipped with PV and fuel
cell CHP systems in different seasonal weeks; variation in
household heating demand has a significant impact on the
operational performance of the fuel cell. In general, micro-
CHP is operated with the thermal load-following strategy; the
maximum output is limited to heating demand. It can be noted
that the operations of the micro-CHP system have significant
differences in power output between winter and summer days.
Compared to winter days, operational hours of the CHP system
would be shortened in summer days; this is the effect of the lower
domestic hot water needs, resulting in a reduction in daily
household energy contribution from micro-CHP. The duration
of the fuel cell working period increases with increasing thermal
load in the colder week, and the remaining electricity demand
would be covered by the grid import. Overall, the generation of
the PV system varies significantly; the mismatch between
simultaneous electricity load and PV generation profiles
resulted in a significant amount of PV production sold into
the grid, and the net load volatility significantly increases,
especially in mid-season days. After introducing a micro-CHP
system to replace the heat pump unit, the variance of net load in
Figure 15 is reduced when compared to the scenario in Figure 14.

Most zero-energy buildings are grid-connected; the rapid
development of grid-connected ZEH raises concerns about
grid reliability. The falling trend of the residential rooftop PV
feed-in tariff rate is continuous, which has experienced a dropped
from 48 Yen/kWh in 2011 to 17 Yen/kWh in 2022. The district
low-carbon energy system transition and cost-efficient efforts

FIGURE 13 | Comparison of real ZEHs’ annual net electricity balance
between house and grid.
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FIGURE 14 |Weekly power flows of typical ZEH equipped with PV, battery, and heat pump systems at 30-min intervals in summer from 01 August to 07 August
(A), winter from 01 January to 07 January (B), and mid-season from 01 to 07 April (C).

FIGURE 15 |Weekly power flows of typical ZEH equipped with PV and fuel cell CHP systems at 30-min intervals in summer 01 August to 07 August (A), winter 01
January to 07 January (B), and mid-season 01 to 07 April (C).
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should emphasize increasing local PV self-consumption through
demand-side solutions, for example, by shifting household heat
pump operation or the battery charging period to be more
consistent with the generation period of the PV system.

5 CONCLUSION

This work has introduced smart practices and management
innovations in the Japanese net-zero-carbon district demonstration
project. An in-depth questionnaire survey was carried out to examine
their attitude, which explored to what extent households engaged in
low-carbon energy system management. The analysis of behind
smart meters examined the operational behaviors of the
distributed energy technologies among ZEHs.

Regarding ZEHs’ values and customers’ attitudes, we used a
field survey to identify the end users’ perceptions of the potential
delivered benefits of smart ZEHs and investigate the effectiveness
of the IoT-enabled HEMS services. The results reveal that a large
ratio of the ZEH owners responded positively toward aspects of
electricity consumption and carbon emission reduction. Indeed,
findings doubt the effectiveness of in-home display and visual
feedback in inducing behavior changes toward actively adjusting
their energy consumption, and consumers are less likely to access
the information delivered from the CEMS feedback.
Furthermore, the results reveal that household income has less
impact on the HEMS interaction of occupants; older people tend
to visualize more of the HEMS delivered information.

Zero-carbon transition changes the connectivity between
household and community. Monitored data of selected typical
ZEHs provided insights into the detailed operational
performances under HEMS control. Detailed roles of
integrated energy-efficient technologies in ZEH are clearly
illustrated over typical weekly periods. The energy bill saving
chance can be guaranteed by price-based load shift and the feed-
in tariff scheme for renewable generation. The PV system plays a
key role in achieving annual net-zero-energy exchange between
household and power utility. With the integration of distributed
energy resources, the pattern of net energy load was significantly
shaped. Future efforts toward ZEH need to focus more on energy-
efficient systems and be responsive to relieve the imbalance
between PV generation and consumer load profiles.

The trial findings of this work provide a detailed consumers’
awareness of a residential zero-carbon district demonstration

project; it could be particularly informative to guide future
policy making. Analysis of behind-meter data helps decide the
most appropriate technologies to be encouraged toward zero-
energy house governance, especially considering the effective
energy conservation by the end-user active engagement. The
findings of this work are expected to enhance the knowledge,
offer implications, and guide the management with regard to
smart zero-energy buildings.
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